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We are a global design leader ranked 11th in the UK and within the Global Top 100 of largest 

architectural practices.  With our Head Office in London, we have studios across the UK and 

internationally in New York, Singapore and Amsterdam. 

 

Our people are the foundation of our culture: tightly knit and incredibly welcoming.  We 

nurture our staff and encourage their creative and entrepreneurial spirit. We set high 

standards for ourselves and our teams work collaboratively to achieve the best, and have the 

determination and drive to do things better.   We like to push ourselves, creatively, in 

business and as a team.  We listen and explore every angle with our clients so that we make 

the creative journey an enjoyable one for all.  

 

 

 

 

ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT – APPRENTICE (LEVEL 7) 

 

Your role 

The role is to assist the design, management and delivery of projects from concept to completion 

while progressing your architectural studies towards qualification and registration as an Architect 

through meeting the Architect Apprenticeship (Level 7) course requirements 

 

What you will do 

  

 Design, and translate concept into detail design, to enable the delivery of project information at all 

RIBA workstages 

 Produce consistent and accurate deliverables in line with project and practice requirements   

 UseBIM technology and tools with the support ofthe practice BIM team. 

 Bring skills from the academic environment into the practice, particularly related to implementing 

the latest technologies in design. 

 Demonstrate excellent communication skills and  interpret instructions effectively 

 Work as part of a team and liaise and co-ordinate with other disciplines/team members effectively 

 Cope  with change e.g. to the brief, programme or role 

 Take a positive, open and ‘can-do’ attitude to problem solving 

 Be committed to self-improvement and learning as part of a team, which includes your project 

team, a mentor and the university teaching team 

 Apply Scott Brownrigg Management Systems (SB-MS)  

 Act as an Ambassador for the Company 

 Be committed to meet the requirements of the Architect Apprenticeship Level 7 programme  

 Effectively manage your own time, with support from your mentor, to balance work and course 

commitments  

 

Core Behavioural Competencies 

We have developed a set of behaviours that we all need to demonstrate effectively to deliver the 

Practice’s vision and strategic objectives:  

 

Drive for Results 

Focused, driven and determined to deliver results in line with the project and learning requirements; 

taking objectives willingly and proactively setting own goals for learning and project work; measuring 

your own success; focusing on new or more effective ways of delivering results; persistent; seeking 

and acting on feedback.  

 

Client Focus 

Develop a clear understanding of the client organisation and their role within the project; ensure the 

service is meeting your client needs; obtain clarity about their needs and take these into account in 

design and project work; take responsibility for customer satisfaction; work to build long term 

relationships with clients.  
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Concern for Quality 

Ensure the required level of drawing and 3D model delivery is clearly understood for each project. 

Double check the accuracy of your own work; follow SB-MS systems and procedures to assist with 

quality monitoring; support and help others, encouraging them to observe the correct procedures and 

standards. 

 

Teamwork 

Understand your own role and that of others within the project team and learning team; work hard and 

willingly stands in for others when needed; encourage others to participate and work together to solve 

problems; share experience, ideas and opinions in a constructive manner that helps deliver the 

project.  

 

Interpersonal effectiveness 

Listen; understanding both content and emotion; picking up on body language, probing to develop a 

clearer picture of the situation; build a rapport with people within the Practice. Clearly and 

professionally express your own point of view in dialogue with the team.  

 

Agility and adaptability  

Receptive to change; make constructive suggestions; agile and work quickly to ensure changes are 

implemented; Manage strong emotional impulses to act professionally and calm; refer to line manager 

or mentor where needed  

 

Your skills 

 You will have a working knowledge of digital tools, preferably Revit and associated BIM 

applications and plug-ins  

 Be able to present both verbally and visually using software and hand drawing skills 

 Be self-motivated with the ability to work with minimum supervision 

 Have a special interest in developing digital design and skills  

 Be a team player with a flexible and open approach to problem solving 

Your qualifications and experience 

 The role will suit a RIBA Part 1 Architecture graduate with A-level qualifications in English and Maths 

(A-C). 

 Awareness of UK Building Systems, Regulations and construction types 

 Awareness of the design and construction process  

 Any 3D design and BIM related qualifications or awards would be an advantage  

 


